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'Tis The Season For Planning

 risk management strategic planning

Summary: Every banker knows that a good business continuity plan is needed.

But, when a power outage or worse happens, that is when you truly realize how

prepared you are. We offer some guidance.

'Tis the season to buy things, so we thought you may be interested to know what CNet's top holiday picks were

for this year: Under $50 - Amazon Echo Dot; Under $75 - Roku Streaming Stick Plus; Under $100 - Amazon Fire

HD 8; Under $250 - Google Home Hub. Now that you have some ideas to get your shopping done, we draw

your attention to your business continuity plan.

Every banker knows that a well thought out and constructed business continuity plan (BCP) must be in place to

protect the bank, should something unforeseen occur. But, when a power outage or worse happens,

necessitating you to enact your plan, that is when you truly realize how prepared you are. 

Since one of our client banks found this out recently and shared the information with us, we thought it was

worth sharing too. To start, we note that what happened to this bank is unlikely, but that is exactly what you

need to plan for. 

The bank in question was impacted when their core provider had some sort of outage. That affected the core's

wire transfer capabilities, which in turn meant the bank couldn't initiate wires through their normal method. 

Given that business clients of theirs still needed to get things done, wire transfers needed to be processed.

Unfortunately, no one knew how long the outage would last. 

Luckily, our International Services team was able to help this bank out with things like performing OFAC checks

and sending time-sensitive wires, so it all worked out; customers were happy once again.

This event highlighted for the bank that it was very heavily reliant on a single provider, in this case their core,

for many critical services. Since most community banks these days are remotely connected to their core, this

risk is part of banking. However, if a bank's core or wire system goes down, that bank is likely more heavily

impacted than if the bank had chosen options to spread out this risk. 

Key learnings from this event include: 

1. As your bank grows, be sure to adjust all of the elements of your BCP, including key contacts, points of

communication and scheduled training. 

2. Use key vendors as part of your contingency plan. As this example shows, they can provide you with backup

services seamlessly. 

3. Make sure passwords and digital certificates are all up to date with vendors to ensure a smooth transition to

a backup. Time is of the essence during a crisis, so set a reminder to ensure testing occurs before it is

needed. 

4. Examiners need to know that liquidity won't be an issue, if a crisis happens. So, be sure to have a Fed Funds

line of credit to fall back on too.
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5. Practice your BCP regularly and be sure you have an enterprise-wide business continuity testing policy

established by the board that sets expectations to follow in implementing testing strategies and test plans.

Testing can be as simple as doing a tabletop activity and documenting any issues that surfaced.
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